
AGENDA ITEM 

Subject: Sewer Camera 

Department: Public Works 

The Public Works Cleaning & Inspections division (C&I) uses specialized televising 
equipment to conduct in-pipe visual inspections of the City’s sanitary sewer and storm 
water systems. This equipment provides crucial, accurate detection of obstructions or 
failures in these underground systems. By accurately locating and identifying 
underground problems, repairs are expedited and cost less. 

Over the past decade, advances in technology and improved methods, have decreased 
the system cost while performance has improved. The City’s current system is 
permanently installed in a 1-ton Van making it impossible to reach remote sites. The 
requested camera system’s key components are portable and can be transported by 
and operated from an all-terrain vehicle (ATV) or trailer allowing the C&I crew to reach 
most remote sites. 

Bid were requested for a mobile sewer camera from various distributors to replace the 
2004 Aries camera Van system. All vendor’s camera units were demonstrated in our 
sewer system. With staff on site to work with the various units. Public Works Manager, 
Tim Wiggins recommends the Rausch Pro C135 from Reds Equipment.  

Reds is the only one that offers a Quick Lock Packer. This is another part of the 
camera we could purchase at a later date. This is a device that connects to the 
camera, when you connect to the camera you lower them both down in the manhole 
then when you get them set you push the quick lock packer to the bad spot with the 
sleeve then you expand the sleeve in the damaged pipe, buy doing this procedure you 
don’t have to dig it up so it will save you time and money on repairs.   

Reds has the camera in stock and we should have it within two weeks when we are 
able to order it. It has a one year limited warranty. They also have a loaner program for 
the life of the equipment, so if anything goes wrong with it and we have to ship it In and 
it takes them a while to fix it they will send us a loaner for free until they get ours fixed. 

Vendor Brand Total Bid 

Mayer Equipment & Supply Aries Pathfinder 66,495.00 
Key Equipment  Envirosight RX130L 88,750.00 
Red Equipment  Rausch Pro C135 92,480.00 
Midwest Vac Products  Orion 176 98,769.84 



 
Manager Notes: 

 Our current Aries Sewer Camera head failed and is no longer usable. We took 
the camera to Mayer for repairs. The current camera is no longer serviceable.  “I 
have been talking with Wayne about your Aries camera.  The PE2600 model 
camera is obsolete and technically no longer serviceable. I would definitely 
recommend an upgrade at this point.  The camera you have is a 2004 model, so 
it is pretty old.  Thank you “ - Nick Moseley Mayer Specialty Services, LLC / 
Mayer Equipment & Supply, LLC 

 Quicklock Packer unit for 8”-12” seer pipe is approximately $8,500. QuickLock 
Sleeves range from $400-500.00 each depending on size. 
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Camera KS 40
E From 3" inches
E Resolution: over 420 TV lines 
E 90° bends from 3.5" inches 

E Attachable pin
E 33 kHz and 512 Hz locating 
E Robust lens module without  

moving parts = Liquid lens 

E 2 laser diodes for precise  

measurement
E Manual and automatic focus 
E Integrated 3D sensor

Camera KS 60 SD / HD
E From 4" inches

E Pan and tilt head camera
E Resolution SD: over 530 TV lines 
E Resolution HD: 1920 x 1080 p 
E Manual and automatic focus 

E 2 laser diodes for precise  

measurement
E Multiple zoom
E 33 kHz and 512 Hz locating
E Integrated 3D sensor

Camera KS 135 SD / HD
E From 5.5" inches

E Pan and tilt head camera
E Resolution SD: over 530 TV lines 
E Resolution HD: 1920 x 1080 p 
E 2 laser diodes for precise  

measurement
E 10x optical and 12x digital zoom 
E Wireless additional lighting
E Variable circling speed from  

2 – 75 rpm
E Lens with auto aperture, auto 

focus and naual focus

Crawler

Crawler C 135
E 5.5" – 63" inches
E Crawler extention (Lafette) for up to 118" inches

E Manual and automatic steering function
E Continuously adjustable automatic reversing 
mechanism 
E Camera quick connect
E Electric lifting gear
E Rear view camera
E Tilt sensor
E Permanent pressure monitor
E Temperature measurement

Crawler C 90
E 4" – 24" Inches

E 3 drive axles
E Manual and automatic steering function
E Continuously adjustable automatic reversing 
mechanism 
E 30° bends from 6" inches

E Camera quick connect
E Mechanical camera high adjustment 
E Electric lifting gear 
E Rear view camera
E Tilt sensor
E Temperature measurement

Cameras



Two saw tooth channels are punched into the left and right 
side of the sleeve. In each channel, there is a locking and gear 
mechanism, guiding the sleeve sheet while being installed. Using 
the packer to expand the sleeve, the gear works like a one-way 
ratchet. Upon reaching maximum compression pressure, both 
gears lock into place and stay locked permanently.

The distance between tooth groove and tooth tip is one click. That 
means the maximum possible return stroke from tooth tip to the 
next lower groove may cause a maximum diameter reduction 
after compression of only about 0.025 inch, independent of the 
nominal size. Therefore, the locking mechanism operates in an 
almost infinitely-variable way.

The QuickLock Packer is attached to a trolley and can be 
mounted to a pipe inspection crawler that guides the system 
through the line. This specially designed packer provides 
uniform expansion pressure throughout the overall sleeve length, 
thus ensuring that the gears run simultaneously during the 
installation process. 

Various packer sizes cover a different installation diameter 
range. For each nominal pipe diameter, there is a suitable set of 
wheels.

Our newest packers feature adjustable wheels - there is only a 
single set of wheels and an adjustable slide to cover a range.

Locking Gear Mechanism

QuickLock Packer
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Municipal sewage lines |Well and potable water piping systems | Augment structural integrity of pipe prior to lining

Application For

Longitudinal and 
circumferential 

cracks

Holes & damaged 
pipe structure

Leaks and water 
infiltration Root intrusion Offset Joints Seal laterals












